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A monogram is a motif made by overlapping or combining two or 
more letters to form one symbol. Monograms are often made by 
combining the initials of an individual or a company, used as 
recognisable symbols or logos.
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monograms &

letterman

o wordmarks and letterforms both use letterforms to make unique identifiable marks
.

0 The choice
you make

will visually demonstrate the tone of voice established in our writing stage .

What i s i t ?

•

Many of the early Greek and Roman coins bear the monograms of rules or towns



LETTER AXES

Letters can be 
reflected in the 
horizontal and 
vertical axes, some 
letters are 
asymmetrical.
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ABSTRACT LETTERS 

“The universe cannot be read until we learn the 
language in which it is written. It is written in 
mathematics, and the letters are triangles, circles and 
other geometrical figures, without which it is humanly 
impossible to understand a single word.”
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✓ article

Asymmetrical

° Geometry is often used in the design of branding and identity . It creates a reductive

language for visual communication .



Simplicity

Is the mark simple in its concept and 
therefore easy to understand.

Attention Value/ Holding Power

Does the mark draw you in and hold 
attention momentarily?

Application (Including Scale)

Can the mark be used in all desirable 
applications? Does it work at very, 
very small sizes?

Competition

Does the trademark distinguish itself 
from other marks?

 Tone of Voice

Is the ‘feel’ of the mark in keeping 
with the ‘product’ (in this case you)?

 Fashionability/ Timelessness

It is contemporary? Is it likely to lose 
relevance over time?

KEY POINTS TO REMEBER 
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